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Abstract—This paper investigates how to establish an efficient complementary education system of second classroom, in applied agricultural colleges. By analyzing the achievements and challenges in the second classroom of a well-known applied agricultural college, we propose methods to optimize the construction of the second classroom. First, agricultural colleges can highlight its specialty in agricultural science on a student oriented basis, especially its spirit in promoting rural development and urbanization. Second, they can implement the credit system curriculum system, credit management system, as well as the instructor evaluation and incentive system. In addition, the use of new media platforms and other new technology will also help to increase the participation and effectiveness of the second classroom activities.
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II. THE ANALYSIS OF STATUS AND PROBLEMS FOR THE SECOND CLASSROOM

For a long time, for lack of understanding, the second classroom is usually used to carry out quality education activities that beyond professional education, while its professional and practical role is weakened. There are mainly the following problems:

A. Low Student Participation

The main participants of the second classroom activity are the school committee, academic work office, and counselors of various teaching units. The participants are mostly confined to student leaders and social activity activists, while the students with poor initiative and low motivation are involved less. In addition, most of the participants in the second classroom activity are freshman and sophomore. Most of the senior students are busy with professional learning and employment, and rarely participate in second classroom activities. The reason is that the orientation of the second class is too one-sided. Its main purpose is to enrich students’ after-school life, and it lacks integration with professional knowledge and guidance of professional teachers, and so it is not attractive to students.

B. Low Academic Content

The contents of the second class are mostly concentrated on student activities such as social investigation activities, cultural activities, art evenings, work-study programs, speech debates, etc., and lack of connection with professional knowledge learning. The functions are severely narrowed. From the perspective of talent cultivation, the content design of the second classroom is out of line with the talent cultivation system, which has led to utilitarian and entertainment trends in the development of activities.
C. Lack of Attention and Guidance

The lack of understanding of the role of the second classroom education and teaching work led many colleges and universities to pay more attention to the teaching needs of the first classroom in the process of campus planning, teaching facilities and other hardware construction arrangements, which makes the second classroom in a marginal state in universities' policy formulation, funding, staffing, and facilities improvement. That leads to a lack of rich content, a low level, and a lack of systematic in the second classroom, which is difficult to play its role.

Moreover, because the second classroom at this stage lacks the attention and guidance given to the leadership level, teachers are reluctant to spend time guiding, and that make students lose their enthusiasm for participating in activities. The purpose of the design of the event cannot achieve the purpose of the second classroom construction. Therefore, the purpose of the second classroom construction is also difficult to reach.

III. MEASURES TO OPTIMIZE THE SECOND CLASSROOM CONSTRUCTION

According to the problems existed in the second classroom of colleges, and the training objectives and subject characteristics of the applied agricultural colleges and universities, this paper proposed some measures to optimize the second classroom.

A. Working on Student-oriented Basis

The second classroom activity should be guided by the interests of students, so that most students can choose the projects they enjoy. By doing this, students' enthusiasm for participation can be greatly stimulated [3-4]. At the school level, it is possible to develop quality activities that demonstrate the universities' spirit and educational concept. At the faculty level, the professional training program should be taken into consideration. The second classroom activity should be designed from the perspective of talent cultivation and practical teaching, and organized in stages according to the grade level.

B. Give Full Play to Agricultural Specialties

The development of the second classroom in agricultural colleges and universities should be based on the characteristics of agricultural specialties. A long-term mechanism for educating in high-quality applied talents with the characteristics of "agriculture, countryside and farmers" should be formed [5]. In order to cultivate students' professional learning abilities and interests, and improve their application and professional abilities, faculties can organize and implement them in accordance with professional characteristics, organizing a series of social practice activities to serve the "three rural issues". Through the implementation of a series of second classroom activities that combine agricultural specialty, the integration of production and education is realized. Some activities include, for example, the creation of college students' social practice bases, the establishment of volunteer service bases, the launching of "going to the countryside" social practice activities, and innovation and entrepreneurship practice activities; and the organization of student volunteers to focus on scientific and technological support for agriculture activities, such as popularizing agricultural science knowledge, food safety advocacy, agricultural technical guidance and other activities.

C. Implementing an Innovative Credit System to Promote General Education in the Second Classroom

For agricultural colleges and universities, the use of second classroom for general education will help students broaden their horizons, improve their personalities, and effectively improve the quality of talent cultivation. In order to encourage students to participate in the second class, creative credit management can be introduced, where extra-curricular activities, cultural and sports activities are included in the scope of award credits. Students obtain creative credits by participating in community activities and academic competitions, studying professional works, listening to professional academic reports, publishing academic papers, and participating in scientific research projects. For example, students can participate in extracurricular activities or stylistic activities to score at a maximum of 6 credits each time. As for ideological and political education practice, credits can be combined based on credit hours, and students can be required to obtain practical credits for certain credits before graduation, with at least 2 credits for each category. Besides, in order to ensure the smooth implementation of the innovative credit system, a "faculty-college" leading group will be established to guide students' social practice activities.

D. Improve Instructors' Assessment and Incentive System

Teachers play an important guiding role in the implementation of the second classroom. The establishment of an incentive mechanism and assessment mechanism will help mobilize the enthusiasm of professional teachers. The work of teachers in guiding the second classroom activities should be included in the workload, and the instructors who have achieved better results should be rewarded. Because the second classroom is flexible and content-rich, colleges and universities can adopt flexible and varied assessment methods according to the actual situation.

In this paper, we referred to the accounting method of the first classroom teaching workload, and proposed a method suitable for the second classroom workload calculation. The calculation of the second classroom teacher's workload can be calculated by referring to the first classroom teaching workload calculation method. The workload of the second classroom is divided into two categories. One is training, lectures and so on. The workload of the tutor is calculated with reference to the first classroom teaching workload. Such activities need to be reported to the activity plan in advance and approved by the relevant department of the universities. The other is the organization manager of the event, such as the responsible teacher of an evening party, the tutor of a program or a competition, etc. The teacher's actual working hour is converted into a standard class hour for accounting.

E. Make Good Use of the New Media Platform

With the continuous development of new media technologies on the Internet, the Internet thinking of student
activities in colleges and universities has become increasingly prominent, and network participation is getting higher and higher [6]. Combining traditional approaches with new media and new technologies and making full use of network resources can increase participation in activities. Firstly, the new media language is livelier than traditional media, especially with the new media language style represented by the WeChat public account. WeChat push has the characteristics of lively and vivid, and makes students happier to learn about activities through new media. Secondly, through the school's official WeChat, Weibo and other platforms, students will be able to timely understand the big events happening in the school and society, and correctly guide students' thinking and inquiry. In addition, the new media is also a good platform for teachers and students to communicate quickly, helping us to understand the second class activities and feedback from students.

IV. SUMMARY

Paying attention to the construction of the second classroom has important practical significance for promoting the education and employment of applied colleges and universities. The second classroom construction of applied agricultural colleges and universities should be based on the characteristics of agricultural sciences. Moreover, the concept of “cultivating high quality practical talents with the spirit of serving for agriculture” should be carried into the second classroom education system. In the process of constantly exploring and improving the long-term mechanism construction of second classroom, the core competence of the university will be enhanced
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